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“Well, it started out with twelve people in a room.”“Well, it started out with twelve people in a room.”

“So we decided we needed to split off a smaller advisory “So we decided we needed to split off a smaller advisory 
group and then a larger ... [one], and the advisory group group and then a larger ... [one], and the advisory group 
has changed its name four times. It's a deliberate has changed its name four times. It's a deliberate 
strategy. If you want to hire a committee such that strategy. If you want to hire a committee such that 
people don't find you and ask if they can join, the one people don't find you and ask if they can join, the one 
thing you can do is rename it every two years so they thing you can do is rename it every two years so they 
can't find you. So we used to call it the Internet can't find you. So we used to call it the Internet 
Configuration Control Board. We made that term up to Configuration Control Board. We made that term up to 
make it sound as uninteresting and boring as possible so make it sound as uninteresting and boring as possible so 
we could go meet in private without anybody noticing us. we could go meet in private without anybody noticing us. 
Then we called it the Internet Advisory Board, and then Then we called it the Internet Advisory Board, and then 
we had to change that because the government passed we had to change that because the government passed 
the Sunshine Law.”the Sunshine Law.”

Oct. 1, 1997, HLSOct. 1, 1997, HLS

Dave Clark, Senior Researcher, MIT LCSDave Clark, Senior Researcher, MIT LCS
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New and improved DNS New and improved DNS 
(1984)(1984)

Jon Jon PostelPostel
IANAIANA
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19931993

the job gets too hardthe job gets too hard

ProblemsProblems

•• NSI is a cash cow.  Other NSI is a cash cow.  Other 
entrepreneurs want a piece of entrepreneurs want a piece of 
the action.the action.

•• Corporate America, World Corporate America, World 
discover “discover “cybersquattingcybersquatting.”.”

•• Expand the namespace?Expand the namespace?

.per.per

.web.web

.arte.arte

..xxxxxx
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SolutionSolution

•• Jon thinks hard, adds the namesJon thinks hard, adds the names
•• Jon thinks hard, does an RFC, addsJon thinks hard, does an RFC, adds

the namesthe names
•• Jon convenes a committeeJon convenes a committee
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The IAHCThe IAHC
The DNS is an international resource and the IAHC will at all tiThe DNS is an international resource and the IAHC will at all times operate with that mes operate with that 
perspective. The IAHC specification effort will address legal, aperspective. The IAHC specification effort will address legal, administrative, technical and dministrative, technical and 
operational concerns, with particular attention to the questionsoperational concerns, with particular attention to the questions of fairness and functional of fairness and functional 
stability. The IAHC will attempt to define procedures which are stability. The IAHC will attempt to define procedures which are as simple, fair and direct as as simple, fair and direct as 
possible, resolving the minimum required issues. In order to propossible, resolving the minimum required issues. In order to provide timely results, the vide timely results, the 
IAHC will focusIAHC will focus initallyinitally on the issues of highest priority. on the issues of highest priority. 

GOALS AND MILESTONESGOALS AND MILESTONES
Nov 11, 96Nov 11, 96 Publish IAHC charter & press releasePublish IAHC charter & press release

Solicit nearSolicit near--termterm iTLDiTLD policy & procedure proposalspolicy & procedure proposals

Dec 19, 96Dec 19, 96 IAHC selected proposal available for public reviewIAHC selected proposal available for public review

Jan 1, 97Jan 1, 97 Last day to submit reviews of proposalLast day to submit reviews of proposal

Jan 15, 97Jan 15, 97 NearNear--termterm iTLDiTLD Policies & Procedures publishedPolicies & Procedures published
Implementation group formed for reviews and awardsImplementation group formed for reviews and awards

Feb 10, 97Feb 10, 97 Deadline for applications according to newDeadline for applications according to new policiesandpoliciesand proceduresprocedures

Mar 1, 97Mar 1, 97 Initial awards according to new policies and proceduresInitial awards according to new policies and procedures
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The The gTLDgTLD--MoUMoU
gTLDgTLD--MoUMoU -- 28.28. FebruarFebruar 19971997

FESTLEGUNG EINES MEMORANDUMS OF FESTLEGUNG EINES MEMORANDUMS OF 
UNDERSTANDING ÜBERUNDERSTANDING ÜBER

DEN GENERISCHEN TOPDEN GENERISCHEN TOP--LEVELLEVEL--
DOMAINNAMENSRAUM DESDOMAINNAMENSRAUM DES

INTERNETINTERNET--DOMAINNAMENSYSTEMS (DOMAINNAMENSYSTEMS (gTLDgTLD--MoUMoU))

Die InternetDie Internet--GemeinschaftGemeinschaft (1997),(1997),

inin der Erwägungder Erwägung,,

daßdaß das Internetdas Internet--DomainnamensystemDomainnamensystem ((DNSDNS)) für für 
Suchmaschinen imSuchmaschinen im InternetInternet durch Aufteilung durch Aufteilung 
zwischen Namenzwischen Namen, die, die der menschlichen der menschlichen 
Merkfähigkeit angepaßt sindMerkfähigkeit angepaßt sind, und den, und den
dazugehörigen darunterliegendendazugehörigen darunterliegenden IPIP--Adressen Adressen 

a constitutional crisisa constitutional crisis
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The RootThe Root

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Management of Internet Names and AddressesManagement of Internet Names and Addresses

Docket Number: 980212036Docket Number: 980212036--81468146--0202

AGENCY:AGENCY: National Telecommunications and Information National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration Administration 

ACTION: ACTION: Statement of Policy Statement of Policy 

SUMMARY:SUMMARY: On July 1, 1997, as part of the Clinton On July 1, 1997, as part of the Clinton 
Administration's Administration's Framework for Global Electronic CommerceFramework for Global Electronic Commerce,,(1)(1)

the President directed the Secretary of Commerce to privatize the President directed the Secretary of Commerce to privatize 
the domain name system (DNS) in a manner that increases the domain name system (DNS) in a manner that increases 
competition and facilitates international participation in its competition and facilitates international participation in its 
management. management. 

Accordingly, on July 2, 1997, the Department of Commerce Accordingly, on July 2, 1997, the Department of Commerce 
issued a Request Request for Comments (RFC) on DNS issued a Request Request for Comments (RFC) on DNS 
administration. The RFC solicited public input on issues relatinadministration. The RFC solicited public input on issues relating g 
to the overall framework of the DNS administration, the to the overall framework of the DNS administration, the 
creation of new topcreation of new top--level domains, policies for domain name level domains, policies for domain name 

Enter the U.S. GovernmentEnter the U.S. Government
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What is the International Forum for the White Paper?What is the International Forum for the White Paper?

The IFWP is an ad hoc coalition of professional, trade and The IFWP is an ad hoc coalition of professional, trade and 
educational associations representing a diversity of Internet educational associations representing a diversity of Internet 
stakeholder groups, including ISPs, content developers, stakeholder groups, including ISPs, content developers, 
trademark holders,trademark holders, networkersnetworkers, intergovernmental groups, , intergovernmental groups, 
policy experts, endpolicy experts, end--users and others. This coalition has come users and others. This coalition has come 
together to sponsor a framework of coordinated international together to sponsor a framework of coordinated international 
meetings, to be held around the world, at which stakeholders meetings, to be held around the world, at which stakeholders 
will discuss the transition to private sector management of the will discuss the transition to private sector management of the 
technical administration of Internet names and numbers as technical administration of Internet names and numbers as 
outlined in the policy "White Paper" recently released by the outlined in the policy "White Paper" recently released by the 
United States Government. These international meetings are United States Government. These international meetings are 
open to all Internet stakeholders, who are encouraged to open to all Internet stakeholders, who are encouraged to 
support this onsupport this on--going process. going process. 

IFWP v. IANAIFWP v. IANA
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ProblemsProblems
-- responsesresponses

•• NSI is a cash cow.  Other entrepreneurs NSI is a cash cow.  Other entrepreneurs 
want a piece of the action.want a piece of the action.
–– US US DoC DoC negotiates negotiates RrRr//Ry Ry distinction for .com, distinction for .com, 

.net, .org;.net, .org;
–– baton passed, in slow motion, to ICANN to baton passed, in slow motion, to ICANN to 

oversee agreements oversee agreements –– and the rootand the root
•• Corporate America, World discover Corporate America, World discover 

““cybersquattingcybersquatting.”.”
–– the UDRPthe UDRP

•• Expand the namespace?Expand the namespace?
–– more openmore open ccTLDsccTLDs; new ; new gTLDsgTLDs

.museum.museum

.web.web

.kids.kids

.info.info

.biz.biz .name.name
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“Governance”“Governance”
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questionsquestions
•• what’s really at stake here?what’s really at stake here?

–– is what is what ICANN’s ICANN’s charged with doing charged with doing 
really “governance”?really “governance”?

–– do we need “internet governance” for do we need “internet governance” for 
anything?anything?

•• if ICANN governs us, how to govern if ICANN governs us, how to govern 
ICANN?ICANN?
–– if you think the whole thing is inherently if you think the whole thing is inherently 

and irrevocably illand irrevocably ill--conceived, what conceived, what 
alternatives do you suggest?alternatives do you suggest?
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